NEBRASKA
State Emergency Response Teams
WHAT IS A STATE EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM?

- A team with specific credentials activated by the Adjutant General, to provide services during times of disaster.
PREVIOUS SERT ACTIVATIONS

• 2004 Hallam Tornado – Command and General Staff
• 2006 Chadron Fire – Transportation Services
• 2008 Bovine Tuberculosis – Decon Team, and Cowboys/ Wranglers
• 2011 Flooding on Missouri River – ICS support in Dakota County
• 2014 Beaver Crossing & Pilger tornadoes – Resource Unit Staffing, Tag & Tracking of Resources.
Disasters where SERT teams with your expertise could have been used

- 2011 Flooding - Structural integrity inspection of bridges & buildings
- 2013 Wayne tornado - Structural integrity inspections of damaged buildings
- 2014 Beaver crossing & Pilger tornadoes - Structural integrity inspections of damaged buildings
HOW TO BECOME A CREDENTIALED FOR POTENTIAL SERT TEAM MEMBERSHIP

• Contact;
  • Earl Imler
    • 402 471-7181
    • Earl.imler@Nebraska.gov
  • Or
  • Dave Reisen
    • 402 471-7177
    • Dave.reisen@Nebraska.gov